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Air pollution in the Megalopolis of Central Mexico (MCM)

Largest city in North America
• 11 metro areas around Mexico City
• ~30 million people
• Frequent episodes of high O3 and PM2.5 levels 

trigger environmental contingencies

Complex air pollution patterns
• Irregular geography
• Heterogeneous sources: industrial areas in the north, 

traffic, volcano activity and fires in the south
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ABSTRACT: Recent advances in estimating !ne particle (PM2.5) ambient concen-
trations use daily satellite measurements of aerosol optical depth (AOD) for spatially
and temporally resolved exposure estimates. Mexico City is a dense megacity that di"ers
from other previously modeled regions in several ways: it has bright land surfaces, a
distinctive climatological cycle, and an elevated semi-enclosed air basin with a unique
planetary boundary layer dynamic. We extend our previous satellite methodology to the
Mexico City area, a region with higher PM2.5 than most U.S. and European urban areas.
Using a novel 1 km resolution AOD product from the MODIS instrument, we
constructed daily predictions across the greater Mexico City area for 2004$2014. We
calibrated the association of AOD to PM2.5 daily using municipal ground monitors, land
use, and meteorological features. Predictions used spatial and temporal smoothing to
estimate AOD when satellite data were missing. Our model performed well, resulting in
an out-of-sample cross-validation R2 of 0.724. Cross-validated root-mean-squared
prediction error (RMSPE) of the model was 5.55 !g/m3. This novel model reconstructs
long- and short-term spatially resolved exposure to PM2.5 for epidemiological studies in Mexico City.

! INTRODUCTION
Mexico City is a megacity, with a population of more than 24
million. Air pollution is a major public health threat, particularly
in the urban regions of Mexico. The Mexican National Institute
of Statistics and Geography estimates that the total cost of
atmospheric contamination was 3.4% of the national gross
domestic product (GDP) in 2012.1 E"ective quantitation of
exposure to air pollution for epidemiologic studies and policy
analysis requires measurements that go beyond the relatively
sparse air-monitoring network to more !nely capture the
exposure variability that may be driving health e"ects. Mexico
City’s unique geography, climate, and demography contribute
to the high levels of air pollution. The city sits in an elevated
basin, 2240 m above sea level and surrounded on three sides by
mountain ridges, but with a broad opening to the north and a
narrower gap to the south$southeast. There are over 40 000
industries and >5.5 million vehicles passing through the city
daily. The combined high altitude and tropical insolation
contribute to incomplete combustion and the formation of

secondary particulate matter (PM). Air quality is generally
worse in the winter, when rain is less common and thermal
inversions are more frequent.2,3 These distinctive characteristics
also make modeling air pollution in Mexico City challenging.
Until recent years, epidemiologic studies on the health e"ects

of PM have used exposure estimates with limited geospatial
information (such as central ground monitors), assigning
measurements to populations within a speci!ed distance of the
monitor.4,5 These types of exposure assignment methods have
been used in studies of the health impacts of air pollution in
Mexico City.6$8 This exposure assignment method can
introduce error and most likely biases the e"ect estimates
downward because of spatial misalignment.9 To address this
exposure misclassi!cation, various tools have been developed
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Key features of our model:
• Daily estimates 
• On a 1km * 1km grid
• Spanning 2004-2014
• Cross-validated R2 of 0.72
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Acute exposure to airborne particles with aerodynamic 
diameter !2.5 "m (PM2.5) can trigger cardiovascular and 

cerebrovascular mortality.1 In developing countries, the region 
with the highest burden of stroke,2 such evidence is limited3 
and possibly related to lack of ground level monitoring of 
PM2.5.

4

Mexico City, once considered the most polluted in the 
world, has improved its air quality because of various pro-
grams prioritizing public health.5 However, it continues to be 
among the most polluted cities in Latin America6 and over the 
past decades it has recorded an increasing rate of cardiovascu-
lar and cerebrovascular diseases, which are among the 5 lead-
ing causes of death.7

Despite the large body of scientific evidence about 
adverse health effects of particulate matter in Mexico City,8 
epidemiological research about cardiovascular and cerebro-
vascular mortality associated with PM2.5 exposure remains 
limited. We therefore evaluated acute PM2.5 exposure associ-
ated with specific causes of cardiovascular and cerebrovas-
cular mortality.

Methods
The data that support the findings of this study are available from the 
corresponding author on reasonable request. The present article also 
adheres to the American Heart Association Journals’ implementation 
of the Transparency and Openness Promotion guidelines.

Mortality Data and Exposure Assessment
We used an ecological design with public mortality records for Mexico 
City from 2004 to 2013. Our research was ruled exempt from human 
subjects review by the ethics board of the National Institute of Public 
Health of Mexico. Detailed methods are provided in the online-only 
Data Supplement. Deaths in people #25 and #65 years old, classi-
fied according to the International Classification of Diseases, Tenth 
Revision codes, were aggregated to obtain daily counts for specific 
mortality causes. To improve the quality of ischemic heart disease 
mortality data, we applied redistribution of misclassified cause of 
death by using the proportions estimated by Naghavi et al9 (Table 
I in the online-only Data Supplement). Daily citywide exposure to 
PM2.5 was assessed with estimates from a new hybrid spatiotem-
poral model using satellite measurements of aerosol optical depth 
(AOD-PM2.5) developed by Just et al.10 We also calculated daily PM2.5 
averages from 3 monitoring stations of the Mexico City atmospheric 
monitoring system. On days with missing data, PM2.5 concentration 

Background and Purpose—Acute exposure to particulate matter with aerodynamic diameter <2.5 "m (PM2.5) is associated 
with acute cardiovascular and cerebrovascular mortality. The aim of this study was to evaluate these associations with 
specific causes of cardiovascular and cerebrovascular mortality in Mexico City.

Methods—We obtained daily mortality records for Mexico City from 2004 to 2013 for cardiovascular and cerebrovascular 
causes in people #25 and #65 years old. Exposure to PM2.5 was assessed with daily estimates from a new hybrid 
spatiotemporal model using satellite measurements of aerosol optical depth PM2.5 and compared to ground level PM2.5 
measurements with missing data estimated with generalized additive models PM2.5. We fitted Poisson regression models 
with distributed lags for all mortality outcomes.

Results—An increase of 10 $g/m3 in aerosol optical depth PM2.5 was associated with increased cardiovascular (1.22%; 95% 
confidence interval, 0.17–2.28) and cerebrovascular mortality (3.43%; 95% confidence interval, 0.10–6.28) for lag days 
0 to 1 (lag 0–1). Stronger effects were identified for hemorrhagic stroke and people #65 years. Associations were slightly 
smaller using generalized additive models PM2.5.

Conclusions—These results support the evidence that acute exposure to PM2.5 is associated with increased risk 
of specific cardiovascular and cerebrovascular mortality causes.   (Stroke. 2018;49:00-00. DOI: 10.1161/
STROKEAHA.118.021034.)
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• 10 µg/m3 higher PM2.5 in lag 0-1 days associated with 3.43% 
(0.10-6.28) higher cerebrovascular mortality

Gutierrez-Avila et al. Stroke. 2018



Analyzing short-term exposures: 
Because no one breathes 24-hour 
averaged air

• Goal: Analysis of short-term pollutant concentrations and acute health events
• Exposure: Hourly pollutant estimates from hybrid satellite / LUR models over sub-

county regions
• Outcomes: Asthma-related emergency dept visits, cardiovascular hospitalizations, 

non-external deaths
• Method: matched lagged case crossover analysis
a case-only design used to identify triggers of acute health events

1

2

3

Hazard PeriodControl Period Control Period

Hazard PeriodControl Period Control Period

Hazard PeriodControl Period Control Period



TEMPO data can leverage ground monitoring 
networks across Greater Mexico City

• Automatic Monitoring Network of Mexico City 
(RAMA)
o Hourly averages from continuous 

measurement of: 
SO2 (28 stations)
CO (27 stations)
NO2 (29 stations) 
O3 (29 stations) 
PM10 (22 stations)
PM2.5 (20 stations)

• Automatic Meteorology and Solar Radiation 
Network (REDMET)
o Continuous measurements of temperature, 

relative humidity, wind direction, wind speed, 
solar radiation and barometric pressure (29 
stations)

SIMAT, 
2020



2019 annual 
average PM2.5 in 
586 sub-county 
regions 

(showing 778 
intersecting 
TEMPO cells)



Acute association of PM2.5 and non-external deaths
• Time stratified case-crossover for PM2.5 and temperature  

largest acute air pollution analysis in Mexico
• Daily exposures for each of 586 sub-county regions assigned from our 

spatiotemporal satellite/geostatistical model
• 1,516,442 deaths (≥18 years-old) from 2004-2019

Mortality significantly associated, per 10μg/m3 PM2.5 increase: 
• stronger effects for same day, lag0: 1.44% (1.37–1.50%), and

prior day, lag1: 0.67% (0.60–0.75%) 
• 1-week cumulative effect,     lag06: 3.52% (3.41–3.63%)

Stratifying by age – stronger effects in the elderly, per 10μg/m3:
Ages 18-64: lag06: 3.20% (3.03–3.38)
Ages 65+:     lag06: 3.71% (3.58–3.85)

Preliminary results, Dr. Gutiérrez-Avila



TEMPO health application use case: 
An empirical and locally derived AQI

• Current Mexican AQI based on evidence 
about:

• Exposure to single pollutants
• Epidemiology in foreign populations
• Linear relationships between exposure 

to AP and health outcomes
• Only estimated at ground stations
• Not informative about mixtures

• Opportunity to use TEMPO retrievals to 
estimate ground-level exposures in the 
MCM 

• for epidemiologic studies
• early warning systems 



Analyzing mixtures:
Because no one breathes air with a single 
pollutant

• Goal: Construct an empirical Air Quality Index (AQI) for Central Mexico

• Exposure: TEMPO-based hybrid satellite exposure models (PM2.5, NO2, SO2, O3)

• Outcome: deaths, ED visits, or cause-specific hospitalizations by date and sub-
county geographic units

• Method: Time series or Case Crossover Bayesian Weighted Quantile Sums 
(BWQS)

• Results: An empirically weighted and locally defined AQI

BWQS method from Colicino et al. Env Epidemiology. 2020



Opportunities and Challenges: 
TEMPO and environmental epidemiology

Opportunities for health studies
• Study the influences of within-day variation in air pollutants on health 
• Assess the influences of peak exposures on health 
• Assess the influence of air pollution mixtures on health

• Derive empirical multi-pollutant air quality indices
• Examine differences in individual and co-pollutants by area-level sociodemographics for 

environmental justice analyses
• Combine with diverse datasets at similar temporal resolutions, i.e. biometric trackers, cell 

phones, implantable cardioverter-defribillators, electronic health records, etc

Methodological/practical challenges
• Satellite estimates are integrated over an atmospheric column and must be transformed or 

trained based on ground-level estimates most relevant to human exposure
• Researchers must identify and gain access to relevant health datasets, which can require 

substantial administrative time, expense, and care for protection of private information
• Identification of proper epidemiological frameworks for fine-scale and repeated measure 

modeling
• Lack of retrievals in nighttime and under clouds, etc (but still breathing)
• Lack of historic data for existing cohorts (have to wait for health outcomes after exposure)
• Lack of finer resolution for intra-urban and near-source (e.g.roadway) exposure gradients
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